
COMPATIBILITY

TRIGGY AND BIKEYOKE POSTS

PREFERRED
COMPATIBLE

TRIGGY 
ALPHA 
SHORT

TRIGGY 
ALPHA 
LONG

TRIGGY & 
TRIGGY X 2X

REVIVE

REVIVE MAX

DIVINE

DIVINE SL

DIVINE SL RASCAL

HOW TO MOUNT TRIGGY DIRECTLY TO BRAKE CLAMPS

BRAND BRAKE-
MODEL REQUIRED ADAPTER

MAGURA MT series Magura Shiftmix
(for SRAM)

HOPE Tech series Hope Shifter mount
(for SRAM)

SRAM Level, Guide, Code series with 
Matchmaker clamp SRAM Matchmaker

FORMULA C1, CR1, CR3, Cura series Formula Mixmaster
(for SRAM)

TRICKSTUFF Diretissima
Piccola

Trickstuff DRT/PCA Interface
(for SRAM)

HAYES Dominion Hayes Peacemaker
(for SRAM)

SHIMANO

Deore BL-M6000
Deore BL-501
SLX BL-M7000

XT BL-M8000/8020
XTR BL-M9000/9020

BikeYoke
I-Spec II
adapter

Deore BL-M6100/6120
SLX BL-M7100/7120
XT BL-M8100/8120

XTR BL-M9100/9120

BikeYoke
I-Spec EV
adapter

SLX BL-M675-B
XT BL-M785-B

Zee BL-M640-B
Saint BL-M820-B

BikeYoke
I-Spec B
adapter

www.bikeyoke.com



Generally speaking, one of our Triggy remotes should be first choice.

Only, if you already have a shifter or another remote on your handlebar left side you may need to go with our 
2-by Remote remote, which can be mounted left or right side and is a „push-down“ style remote.

For Triggy there are a couple of variants to choose from:

Triggy - the classic one
Triggy X - slightly longer than Triggy and with adjustable paddle length
Triggy Alpha - our top-end remote with ball bearing and angle adjustment - available ins two paddle lengths 
short and long
Triggy and Triggy Alpha short give a more crisp and direct lever feel, which we prefer for the REVIVE series.
Triggy X and Triggy Alpha long provide a softer lever feel.

Only for posts of the DIVINE family (which have higher operating pressures) we recommend the longer Triggy X 
or Triggy Alpha long - the choice is yours though. All our remotes will work with all of our posts.
You can find a table of recommendation below.

Triggys are alway mounted left side under the handlebar, similar to your derailleur shifter on the right side.
You can mount them via our BikeYoke Splits clamp on the handlebar or you can bolt them directly to your brake 
lever with a small adapter to save the extra clamp and keep your cockpit clean.
An overview of compatible brakes and adapters can be found below.
For Shimano brakes we offer our own BikeYoke I-Spec adapters and for other brands you will find adapters from 
your brake manufacturer directly.
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